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Coupled thermoelastic vibrations of plates 

RASTKO CUKIC (BEOGRAD) 

IN nre PAPER considered is the case of transversal vibrations of plates produced by non-stationary 
temperature field. The fields of temperature and deformations are assumed to be coupled, the 
transversal and longitudinal vibrations are mutually independent, the temperature varies har
monically in time and linearly across the thickness of the plate. Examples concerning rectangular 
and circular plates resting on elastic foundations are given. 

W pracy rozpatrzono problem poprzecznych drgan plyty, wywolanych niestacjonarnym polem 
temperatury. Zalozono, ze pole temperatury i pole deformacji S<! wzajemnie spr~zone, drgania 
poprzeczne i podluine S<! niezalezne, pole temperatury harmonicznie zmienia si~ w czasie oraz 
ze temperatura zmienia si~ liniowo wzdlui grubosci. 

B pa6ore paccMorpeHa npo6neMa nonepetiHhiX I<one6aHuii nnH:Tbi, Bbi3BaHHbiX Hecrai..Ulo
HapHbiM noneM reMneparypbi. IlpeAIIonaraerc.a, 'l!TO none reMneparypbi ll none Ae<l>opMai..UlH 
B3aHMHO conp.a>«eHhi, nonepe'llHhie H npOAOJibHbie I<one6aHH.H He3aBH:CilMhi, none TeMIIepa
rypbi ll3MeH.HeTC.H rapMOHH'lleCI<Il BO BpeMeHH, a TeMneparypa H3MeHHeTC.H nHHeHHbiM o6pa30M 
BAOnb TOn~HHbl llJIHTbl, 

Introduction 

IN THIS paper, consideration is given to the problem of transven~al vibrations of plates 
under the influence of nonstationary temperature field using coupled thermoelasticity. 

The main themes are similar to those treated by B. A. BoLEY and A. D. BARBER [8], 
who dealt with a rectangular plate simply supported on a contour, and subject to a uni
form step heat input over one face. 

Also A. D. KovALENKO [7] considered a similar problem for a circular plate. 
Finally, J. IGNACZAK and W. NowACKI [1] solved the problem of harmonic vibrations 

of infinite plates produced by heating. 
In the present paper the following assumptions are made: 
- The temperature field and strain field are coupled. 
- The longitudinal vibrations of the plate are independent of the fiexural vibrations. 
- The temperature field changes harmonically with time. 
- Temperature changes linearly with the thickness of the plate. 
Using the finite integral transform technique, we give solutions to the governing equa

tions for a rectangular plate and for a circular plate subject to several types of boundary 
conditions. 

1. General equations 

Governing Eqs. of the problem are found from [1, 4] in the form 

(1.1) Vfw+ ~- O:w+kw+ (1 +v)ct,Vi r = 0, 
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(1.2) 

where 
Vf = af + ai denotes the Laplacian operator, 
at the symbol of time derivative, 
w deflection of the plate in the x 3 -direction, 
v Poisson's ratio, 

et.r coefficient of thermal expansion, 
e the plate density per unit area of the middle surface, 
h thickness of the plate, 

R. CUicrc 

.;• = yTo/ Ao - coefficient determining the coupling of the temperature and 
strain field, 

y = 3Ket.r, K- bulk modulus, 
To temperature of the plate in natural state (the strains and stresses being equal 

to zero), 
A.0 coefficient of heat conduction, 
" = Ao/Cs, Ce- specific heat at constant strain, 
N = Eh3 f 12(1- v2

)- flexural rigidity of a plate, 
E modulus of elasticity, 

12 c 
e = - k = -' C - the foJndation co~fficient. 

h2
' N 

On the basis of the assumption that the temperature changes linearly along the thick-
1 

ness of the plate, we have: t' = h (T1 - T2 ), where T1 and T2 are the upper and the lower 

face temperatures, respectively. The temperature function T(x1 , x2 , x3 , t) is asswned 
in the form 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

Moreover, T(x 1 , x2 , x3 , t) should satisfy the heat equation [2): 

(1.5) 

with the boundary conditions 

(1.6) ;. ;r I h = q(xt, x2, t); 
XJ X3=2 

The strains EiJ occurring in (1.5) are connected with the displacements in the follow
ing manner [1, 3]: 

(1.7) I f1 1 ( I 1 ) 
E1· = E··+E·· =- U· 1+u'} · -X3 W '} 

J 'J 'J 2 '· •' ·' ' 
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where u; denotes the displacements due to uniform tension of the middle surface, and 
u;' = -x3w,i stands for the displacements due to the deflection of the plate denoted 
by u;' = w. In the case in which the temperature changes harmonically with time T(xu 
x 2, t) = U(x1, x2)eicot, and all the other magnitudes are of the same form: 

w(x1, x2, t) = W(x 1 , x2)eicot, r(x1, X2, t) = O(x1, x2)eiwt, 

the Eqs. (I. I) and (1.2) take the form 

(1.8) (Vt-,82 +k)W+(l+v)a,VrO = o, 

(1.9) 

where 

(1.10) 

iro~*VrW+(Vr-i77 -s)O = ;.!2 (p-q), 

w 
7] =-. 

" 
2. A rectangular plate simply supported on the edges and additionally on the line x 1 = E 1 

Let the plate be under the influence of the vibrations forced by the temperature field, 
changing harmonically with time, and additionally loaded by a normal force R(x2 , t) 

---
I Xz 
I 

w I 
I 
I 
I :a1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

!J 
Gz 

x1 
Flo.l. 

along the line x 1 = ~ 1 , changing also harmonically with time, with the same frequency 
as the temperature field (Fig. 1 ), 

(2.1) 

Let the thermal boundary conditions be: 

(2.2) ~ oT I - ( ) iaJt. ,_o_ h-qx1,x2e' 
X3 x3= 2 

~ oT I - ( ) iaJt ,.,_o_ h--px1,x2e' 
X3 x3=- 2 

(2.3) T = 0 on the edges x 1 = 0, a 1 ; x2 = 0, a2 • 

In this case, the Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9) should be modified to take the form 

(2.4) (Vt-,82 +k) W+ (1 +v)a,VfO = r~1)_ lJ(X1 -~1), 
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(2.5) iw~*ViW+(Vf-irJ-e)O = ).!2 (p-q). 

Let us define the double finite sine Fourier transform of a function f(x 1 , x 2 ) by 
(cf. [6]) 

(2.6) 

01 02 

J:Cr~.n,f3m) = J J f(xl, x2)sinrJ.nXtsin{3,x2dx 1 dx2. 
0 0 

The inverse transform of fs* ( rl.n, {3,) is then given by 

(2.7) 

nn {3 = mn 
rl.n = -a; ' m a2 . 

Taking into account the following expressions 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

a 1 o2 

J J Vi (f) sin rl.nXt sinf3,x2dx1 dx2 = - (r~.~ + {3~)h*(r~.n, {3,), 
0 0 

0! 02 

(q:,,p:,) = J J (q,p)sinrxnx 1 sin{3,x2dx 1 dx2, 
0 0 

and performing the transforms on (2.4), (2.5), we obtain 

(2.11) (L1~n-f32 +k)W:,-(1+v)r~.tL1mnO:n = ~ sinrxn~l' 

(2.12) • I:* A W.* (A ' ·- )(J* - 6 ( * * ) lW'i" LJmn mn+ LJmn+lrJ+e mn - ).h2 qnm-Pnm ' 

where 

L1,n = r~.;+{3~, W!n = Ws(r~.n, {3,), o:, = Os(r~.n, {3,). 

If we find the solution w:,, o:, of (2.11) and (2.12), then, by applying the inverse 
transform, we obtain the solution for the deflection of the plate in the form: 

(2.13) 

where 
n<t> 

W.* =-~ 
mn D ' m,n 

(2 14) D(l) - R: (A . ) . l: _6_ (I ) ( * - *) A · m,n- N LJmn+lrJ+e SinrJ.n~l + ).h2 +v rl.t qnm Pnm LJmn' 

(2.15) Dm,n = (L1~n- {3 2 +k)(L1mn + i1'} +e)+iw~*(l +v) r~.,L1~n· 
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According to the formulation of our problem, Rm is to be determined from the condi
tion: 

Wl.~,=~, = 0, i.e., 

00 

(2 6) ~ [Rm (L1 . ) . . ~ 6 (1 ) ( * * )L1 J sincxn;1 0 .1 L.J N mn+l1]+e SlnCXnS"1 + ).h2 +v ex, qnm-Pnm mn D = · 
n=l m,n 

Substituting Rm from (2.16) into (2.13), we obtain the final form of the deflection function. 
From (2.13) it is easily seen that the boundary condtitions for a simply supported plate 

are satisfied : 

w=O and for 

3. A rectangular plate simply supported on the edges x 1 = a 1 , x 2 = 0, a 2 and clamped 
along the edge x 1 = 0 

Let the plate be under the influence of the vibrations forced by the temperature field, 
changing harmonically with time and loaded by the moments M(x2 , t) along the line 
X1 = ;1 (Fig. 2). 

Xz 

Fro. 2. 

Let the moments M(x 2 , t) change harmonically with time, with the same frequency 
as the temperature field : 

(3.1) 

Let the thermal boundary conditions be (2.2) and (2.3). In this case, the equations to 
be solved take the form: 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 
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Let us perform the Fourier transform (2.6) on the Eqs. (3.2), (3.3). Taking into account 
the expressions (2.8), (2.9) and assuming the expansion: 

(3.4) 

we obtain: 

(3.5) 

(3.6) • l:* A W:* (A • )()* - 6 ( * - * ) lW~ LJmn mn+ L1mn+Z1]+E mn- )..h2 qmn Pmn · 

If we find the solution W!,., 0!. of this algebraic system, then we obtain, by applying 
the inverse sine transform, the solution for the deflection of the plate in the form: 

(3.7) 

where 

(3.8) D~~~ = M:(L1m,+i?]+e)cc,.coscc,.;1 + ;,:2 (1 +Y)cc,(q!.-p:,JL1m, 

and Dm,n is given by (2.15). 
Let the moment m(x2) act along the line x 1 = ; 1 = 0. From (3.4) and from the ad

ditional condition 

aw I o. -
0
- = , t.e., 
X1 X1=0 

we find M:. Substituting M: from (3.9) into (3.7), we arrive at the final form of w for 
a plate simply supported on the edges x 1 = a 1 , x 2 = 0, a2 , and clamped along the edge 

x1 = 0. 

4. The rectangular plate clamped on the whole edge (Fig. 3) 

The solution of the above problem can be obtained using the solution (3. 7) in the 
following manner. From (3.8) we have: 

(4.1) D~~~ = M:(L1,.,.+in+e)cc,.+ ;.:2 (1 +Y)cc,(q:,-P:~~)L1,.,. for ; 1 = 0 and 

(4.2) D~.~ = M:(L1,.,.+in+e)( -1)"cc,.+ ;,:2 (1 +Y)cc,(q!.-p!,.)L1,.,. for ;1 = a1. 
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FIG. 3. 

If we introduce the notations 

(4.3) 

where Mi (i = 1 , 2, 3, 4) stands for the moments acting on the edges of the plate, then 
the solution for the plate clamped on the whole edge takes the form: 

(4.4) 

where 

W* __ Dm,n 
mn- Dm,n' 

(4.5) 
Dm,n = {[Am- ( -l)"C!] ex,+ [B:- ( -l)mD:JPm}!?mn+Dm,, 

and we adopt the following notations: 

and 

The constants A:, n:, c: , n: may be obtained from the condtions: 

(4.6) 
OfJJ I 

I 
=0 

OX1 Xt=O 

Xt=Ot 

and ow I' = 0. 
OX2 Xz=O 

xz=a2 

9 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 3/73 
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If the functions q(x1 , x 2 ) and p(x1 , x 2 ) are symmetric with respect to the axis x1 = ad2 
and x 2 = a2 /2, we have: 

A! = C! and B: = n: for m, n = I , 3, 5, .... 

If q(x1 , x 2 ) is symmetric and p(x1 , x 2 ) is antisymmetric with respect to the axis x 1 = 
= a 1 /2, x 2 = a2 /2, we have: 

A!= c:; B: = -D: for n = I, 3, 5, ... and m= 2, 4, 6, .... 

If q(x 1 , x 2 ) is antisymmetric and p(x1 , x 2 ) is symmetric with respect to the axis x 1 = 
= a1 /2 and x 2 = a2 /2, we have: 

A:= -c:; B: = n: for n = 2, 4, 6, ... and m= 1, 3, 5 .... 

We consider only the first case A! = C! and B: = n:. The conditions (4.6) will 
be satisfied, if: 

(4.7) 

In this case, the expression (4.5) takes the form: 

(4.8) 

The boundary conditions (4.7) are reduced to: 

CXl 

(4.9) 2 [2(A!cxn+B:fJmh>mn+Dmn] DCXn = 0, 
n=l,3,5 m,n 

CXl 

(4.10) ~-, * * fJm _ L.J [2(AmCXn + Bn fJmh>mn + D mnl ~ - 0 · 
m=l,2,3 m,n 

From (4.9) and (4.10), it results that 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

2
oo 2 \.; B* 

2A! cx"e'"" + 2p'" .J "cxnemn 
Dm,n ~ Dm,n 

n=l,3,5 n=1,3,5 

~ '!:_nDmn 
L.J Dm,n ' 

n=l,J,S 

CXl CXl CXl 

2cxn 2 A!fJmemn + 2B: 27 fJmemn = _ 2 fJmDmn . 
Dm,n Dm,n Dm,n 

m=I,J,S m=l,3,5 m=l,3,5 

This system of equations can be reduced to the form [5]: 

CXl CXl 

(4.I3) A!+ ~ AfGmi = ~ Krni· 
i=l,3,5 i=l,3,5 

Substituting B: = n: = 0 into the solution ( 4.4), we can obtain the solution for a plate 
clamped on the edges x 1 = 0, a 1 and simply supported on the edges x 2 = 0, a2. 
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5. A rectangular plate simply supported on the entire edge and additionally at a single in
terior point 

Let the plate be under the influence of the vibrations forced by the temperature field, 
changing harmonically with time and loaded by the force R(t) at a single interior point 
(~ 1 , ~2) (Fig. 4). Let the force R(t) change harmonically with time with the same frequency 
as the temperature field: 

(5.1) R(t) = R*eirot. 

I 
I 
I 

· ('-1,t.z) l 
I 

ia1 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

!!=-======="~ 

Oz. 

FIG. 4. 

Xz 

Let the thermal boundary conditions be (2.2), (2.3). In this case, the Eqs. (1.8}, (1.9) 

should be modified to the form: 

(5.2) (Vt-,82 +k}W+(l+v)(X,Vi0 = -~ ~(x~-~~)~(x2 -~z), 

(5.3) iw~*ViW+(Vf-irJ-e)O = )..!2 (p-q). 

Let us perform the double finite sine Fourier transform on the Eqs. (5.2), (5:3). Taking 
into account the expressions (2.8) and (2.9), we find the solution in the form: 

(5.5) D~~~ = ~ (L1mn+irJ+e)sin(Xn~lsin,8m~2+ ).~ 2 (l+v)(Xr(q!n-P:n)L1mn• 

and R* may be found from the additional condition: 

w'XJ=~I = 0, i.e., 
X2=~2 

(5.6) i; i, [-~ (LI-+i']+e)sina.~ 1 sinp.~,+ 
n= 1 m=l 

-~- (l ) ( * _ * )L1 J sin(Xn~tsin,Bm~z = O. + J..h2 +v (Xr qmn Pmn mn D 
"'·" 

Substituting R* from (5.6) into (5.4), we obtain the expression for the deflection of the 
plate in the case under consideration. 
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6. A circular plate simply supported on the edge 

Let the plate be under the influence of vibrations forced by the temperature field, 
changing harmonically with time. Let the thermal boundary conditions be: 

(6.1) ar I . ar I . A- = q(r)e'rot, A- = -p(r)e'rot 
ax3 ."CJ=h/2 ax3 X)= -h/2 

and 

(6.2) 

In the case of axial symmetry, the Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9) take the form: 

(6.3) (V~-tP+k)W+{l+v)cc,v;o = o, 

(6.4) 

where 

a2 1 a v; =-a 2 +--a . r r r 

Let us define the finite Hankel transform of a functionf(r) by (cf. [6]) 

a 

(6.5) /*(cc,.) = J rf(r)J0 (cc,.r)dr. 
0 

The inverse transform of/*(cc,.) is then given by 

(6.6) 

where a is the radius of the plate and ace,. are the zeros of the Bessel function of the first 
kind and of zero order: J0 (acc,.) = 0, and J~(r)0 = dJ0 (r)fdr. We also have: 

a 

(6.7) J rV;f(r)J0 (cc,.r)dr = -cc;[( cc,.). 
0 

On the basis of (6.5), we can write 
a 

(6.8) (q:, p:) = J (q, p)rJ0 (cc,.r)dr. 
0 

If we apply the finite transform (6.5) to the Eqs. (6.3), (6.4) and take into account (6. 7) 
and (6.8), we obtain: 

(6.9) (cc!- {J2 + k) w:- (1 +v) ccr cc;o: = 0, 

(6.10) · z:* 2 W* ( 2 • ) O* _ 6 ( * *) lW~ cc,. ,. + cc,. +z'Y}+E ,. - ).h2 q,. -p,. . 
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Solving (6.9) and (6.10) with respect to w: and o:, as in the previous case, we arrive at 
the solution for the deflection of the plate: 

(6.11) 

where 

(6.12) 

The solution in the form (6.11) can be treated as an approximate solution, since the bound
ary conditions are satisfied only approximately. 

On the boundary we have 

(6.13) W lr=a = 0, V~w!r=a = 0, 

instead of 

(6.14) w
1 

= 0, 
r=a 

o2w + _!___ _ aw I = 0 or2 r or r=a ' 

hence we have assumed 

1-v ow ,. _, 
0 -,---a;:- r=a"' • 

7. A circular plate simply supported on the edge and additionally at the center 

Let the plate be under the influence of vibrations forced by the temperature field change
ing harmonically with time and additionally loaded by a force P(t) applied along a circle 
of radius r = ~ < a. Let p(t) change harmonically with time, with the same frequency 
as the temperature field: 

(7.1) P(t) = 2nP*eiwt, 

where P* is a constant to be determined later. 
Let the thermal boundary condition be (6.1), (6.2). In this case, the Eqs. (1.8), (1.9) 

should be replaced by: 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

Performing the finite Hankel transform (6.5), (6.6) on (7.2), (7.3), and taking into ac
count (6.7), (6.8) we find, as in the previous case, that the solution for the deflection of 
the plate takes the form: 

(7.4) 
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where w: = D~1 >fDn and Dn is given by (6.12). Moreover, 

and P may be found from the additional condition w(~, t) = 0. If the plate is supported 
at its center, the additional condition is: 

(7.6) w(~,t)le~o = 0. 

When~~ 0, J0 (rxn~) ~ 1 and (7.6) reduces to: 

(7.7) = 0. 

Substituting P* from (7. 7) into (7.4), we arrive at the final form of w(r, t) for a plate 
simply supported on the edge and additionally supported in the center. In this case, we 
have also satisfied the approximate boundary conditions having the form (6.13). 

8. A circular plate clamped on the edge 

Let the plate be vibrating under temperature field changing harmonically with time 
and also subject to the moments M(t) uniformly distributed along a circle of radius r = a. 
Let the moments M(t) change harmonically with time, with the same frequency as the 
temperature field 

(8.1) M(t) = 2nM*eiwt, 

where M* is a constant to be determined later. Let the thermal boundary conditions be 
(6.1), (6.2). In this case, the Eqs. (1.8), (1.9) should be replaced by: 

(8.2) (V~-P'+k) W+(l +v)ot,v:o = -21<M* i!~ [ bta) J. 
(8.3) iw~*v:w+(V~-irJ-e)O = ;.~2 (p-q). 

Performing the finite Hankel transform (6.5), (6.6) on (8.2), (8.3), and taking into account 
(6.7), (6.8), we find the solution in the form: 

(8.4) 

00 

2eiCl>t ~ J. (rx r) 
w(r,t) = -2- /. w: [J'( n )]2' a ~ 0 IY.na 

n=l 

where w: = D~1 >fDn, Dn is given by (6.12), 
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and M may be found from the additional condition owforj,=a = 0. This condition takes 
the form: 

(8.6) 
[ -M*(a;+i1]+e)a,J0(a,a) +~(I +v)a,(q: -p:Ja: }. = O. 

Dnl1 (rxna) 

Substituting M* from (8.6) into (8.4), we arrive at the final form of w(r, t) for a plate 
clamped on the edge. In this case, we have also satisfied the approximate boundary con
ditions having the form (6.13). 
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